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PAPERS
Spokesman’s update
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Papers in progress
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Publication strategy
• Physics:

– Demo paper:
• Draft will be re-circulated to collaboration: 13Jan17

– Comment deadline: 19Jan17
» High threshold for additional changes:

• Paper has been circulated to collaboration twice
• Comments from previous rounds have been taken into account or dealt with to the 

satisfaction of the commenters
• Internal referees have “signed off”

– Submission as RAL note, arXiv and journal: 20Jan17

– So spotlight moving to: 
• Emittance measurment … field-off scattering

– CM47: define next wave of public results and publications

• Technical:
– Tracker s/w paper now in the journal … so …
– Spotlight on MAUS paper …
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PREPARATION FOR THE NEXT ISIS CYCLE

Spokesman’s update
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ISIS Cycles and science programme

• LiH:
– Scattering programme done
– Emittance-evolution programme going well

• LH2:
– Seek to install for data taking in May17 – the last Cycle for which we are presently approved
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Cycle 2016/05
• Dates: start 14Feb17; end 31Mar17

• “Run plan”:

– First three weeks:

• Flip-mode, emittance evolution (cooling) data taking

• Shift sign-up is live:
– Please sign-up to get your favourite slots!

– Second three weeks:

• Depends on progress on LH2 system
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LH2 system status

• Excellent progress!

• Test cool-down in R9 
using neon now 
being planned

• More details from V. 
Bayliss
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Heat-load (Watts) 

Heat-loads on the cryo-cooler of the hydrogen system in the AFC 

No helium gas in absorber

With 1000mbar of helium gas

Extrapolated fit to "No gas" data

Estimated heat-load from the 
absorber with 1000 mbar of 
helium gas = 6.0 Watts 

Estimated heat-load on the 
cryo-cooler isolated from the 
absorber = 1.4 Watts 

January 2017: test in R9 

Specified zero-load base 
temperature = 2.8 K 

Boiling point of hydrogen = 20.28 K at 1000 mbar 

Freezing point of hydrogen = 13.99 K at 1000 mbar 



Personnel
• Controls and Minitoring Coordinator:

– P. Hanlet will leave for Tokamac Energy 
(Abingdon) in February
• Congratulations to Pierrick! (and Tokamak Energy)

• Pierrick has done so much for MICE …

– A. Kurup will take over as Controls Coordinator
• PMH and AK have been in a “hand-over” for a couple of weeks

• Formal handover date: 13Jan17 … tomorrow!

– Please address all controls and monitoring issues to AK 
from now on …
• … and of course, support him in taking up the reins 
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Expert-led startup
• E. Overton has taken over Online from Y. Kharadzhov

AK has taken over Controls from PMH … so …

– Taking a longer “run up” to the start of the coming Cycle

• Key dates:

– Week of 23Jan17 will see full system restart

– Seeking half a shift with beam during ISIS machine run up

• Hoping this will be before CM47

– Target presently: half a shift on 11Feb17
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Commissioning of magnetic channel in flip mode
• Flip mode requires:

– FC coils to be run in opposition
– Polarity of SSD to be reversed

• Commissioning:
– FC in flip mode started yesterday (11Jan17)
– SSD in reversed polarity (check) goal this week

• Settings for Cycle 2016/05:
– Goal: take data with three magnetic-channel settings
– Analysis Group will prepare 3+2 channel settings

• Provisional settings already circulating in Analysis Group
• Deadline for provision of 3+2 settings: 31Jan17
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UPCOMING MEETINGS, PROPOSAL AND 
REVIEWS

Spokesman’s update
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Proposal to upgrade Step IV to deliver a 
demonstration of ionization cooling

• Skeleton produced, lead authors defined
• Need to deliver good draft before CM47

• Indication of recognition by STFC of benefits of 
continuing and developing R&D in muon acceleration, 
including:
– MICE, nuSTORM and 6D cooling

• STFC “need” is to see MICE as an essential part of a 
programme in which STFC can demonstrate to 
government that MICE has/will deliver an outstanding 
legacy and in which the UK has the potential of 
continued leadership and contirbution going forward:
– “Good, but no cigar”!

• Our job:
– Deliver Step IV
– Prepare an excellent programme with a first-rate vision
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International review of project
• Resource Loaded Schedule Review: 07Mar17

• MICE Project Board: 07—08Mar17

• Funding Agency Committee: 08Mar17

• Soon: requests for “copy” and presentations
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Dates for your diary
• CERN Physics Beyond Colliders workshop:

– nuSTORM at CERN: a work package in the workshop
– A first meeting to discuss how to proceed:

• 16Feb17; 13:00—16:00 GMT at Imperial College London
– Teleconferencing facilities will be provided

• IPPP/NUSTEC topical meeting on neutrino cross sections:
– HEP and nuclear experimenters, phenomenologists and theorists …

and lattice QCD experts
– Will take place in Durham 18—20 April 2017
– Goals of the meeting will include initiation of discussion of:

• Scientific programme for HEP, nuclear, QCD, structure of matter …
• Experimental programme, i.e. what experiments/facilities are required

– Test case for nuSTORM among the relevant peer group through this process
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